BUILDING PLAN FOR GROUND & FIRST FLOOR BUILDING PLAN OF BOY'S HOSTEL M.S. AURVEDIC MEDICAL COLLEGE AND RESEARCH INSTITUTE AT- MOJUA- KUDWA TAH. DIST. GONDIA (M.S.)

AREA STATEMENT:-
PLOT SIZE =
BUILT UP AREA :-
GROUND FLOOR :- 325.40 SQ. MTR.
FIRST FLOOR:- 325.40 SQ. MTR.
TOTAL B/UP AREA :- 650.80 SQ. MTR.

SCHEDULE OF OPENING
SN | TYPE | SIZE
--- | ---- | ---
1  | D   | 1.50 X 2.10
2  | D1  | 0.90 X 2.10
3  | W1  | 1.50 X 1.20

OWNER'S SIGN:-

ARCHITECT SIGN:-
M.S. Ayurvedic Medical College,
Hospital & Research Institute, Gondia (M.S.)